
MS 332 
 
                           Montse Stanley textile and object collection 
 
The textile collection includes textiles, such as soft toys, dolls and small knitted items, lace, 
shawls, sweaters and other clothes, Joaquin Verdu creations, tea and egg cosies, purses and 
headdresses. 
 
Numbers marked with an asterix are listed in further detail in succeeding lists 
 
 
Section A  Textiles 
   

MS 332/1 *  Dolls and small knitted items 
[3 boxes: 1 large] 

   
MS 332/2 *  Textiles and lace 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/3*  Textiles 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/4 *  Textiles 

[2 boxes: 1 large] 
   
MS 332/5 *  Textiles and lace 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/6 *  Textiles 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/7 *  Textiles 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/8 *  Textiles: shawls 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/9 *  Textiles 

[2 large boxes] 
   
MS 332/10 *  Textiles 

[3 large boxes] 
   
MS 332/14 *  Ceramic headed doll 
   
MS 332/15 *  Textiles, from exhibition in Spain 

[3 large boxes] 
 
 

  



 
 
 
MS 332/34 

  
 
Textiles: sweaters 
[1 large box] 

   
MS 332/35  Textiles: sweaters 

[1 large box] 
   
MS 332/36  Textiles: sweaters and other items from exhibition 

[2 large boxes] 
   
MS 332/37  Textiles: sweaters and other items from exhibition 

[2 large boxes] 
   

MS 332/38  Textiles: `Joaquin Verdu 
[4 large boxes] 

   
 
 
 
 
  



MS 332/2 Montse Stanley collection: textiles and lace 
 
 
1 Bolster case with crochet/lace strip at each end 
 [cotton] 
 
2 Tray cloth: with bobbles, white 
 [cotton] 
 
3 Vest button front and tied ribbons 
 [cotton] 
 
4 Child’s? vest, button front 
 [cotton] 
 
5 Shawl, lace, rectangular, black 
 [cotton] 
 
6 Table runner/tray cloth with knitted fringe and lace border: white 
 [linen/cotton] 
  
7 Anti-embolism stockings: white 
 [cotton, nylon, rubber] 
 
8  Child’s stocking (one only) red/white stripes 
 [cotton]  
 
9 Child’s stocking (one only) patterned 
 [cotton] 
 
10 Stockings: knitted with patterned tops, white 
 [cotton] 
 
11 Stockings: knitted tops, white, with initials ‘A.S’ 
 [cotton]  
 
12 Four single stockings, knitted tops, white, marked ‘A.S’ 
 [cotton]  
 
13 Stockings: knitted tops, white, marked ‘F.S’ 
 [cotton] 
 
14 Stockings: red and blue embroidered flowers, with green leaves 
 [cotton] 
 
15 Stockings: white with green stitching round tops 
 [cotton]  
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16 Stockings: beige, self colour embroidery and red stitching 
 [cotton]  
 
17 Stockings: knitted pattern, black with beige detail on tops and toes, darned 
 toes 
 [cotton]    
 
18 Two single stockings: knitted pattern with embroidery, one marked with  
 ‘M.S’ 
 [cotton] 
 
19 Stockings: knitted pattern white with beige embroidery 
 [cotton] 
 
20  Stockings: beige 
 [Silk, cotton] 
 
21 Stockings: brown with white stitching round tops 
  [wool] 
 
22 Stockings: sheer made by Dupont 
 [nylon] 
 
23 Stockings: sheer made by Balenciaga, also one stocking identical to these in 
 dark brown 
 [nylon] 
 
24 Stockings: sheer dark grey 
 [nylon]  
 
25 Socks: silk, knitted pattern, white 
 [cotton]  
 
26 Long length of lace: 16cm wide 
 [linen]  
 
27 Long narrow strip of lace 
 [cotton]  
 
28 Curved strip of lace: scalloped edges 
 [cotton] 
 
29 Dressing table mat: square, fine cotton centre, scalloped lace border “malla” 
 [cotton]  
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30 Dressing table mat: square, fine cotton centre, of scalloped lace 
 Border “malla” 
 [cotton] 
 
31 Dressing table mat: square, fine cotton centre, lace border “malla” 
 [cotton]  
 
32 Dressing table mat: square, fine cotton centre, lace border, embroidered  
 ‘T.S’ “malla” 
 [cotton]  
 
33 Dressing table mat: square, fine cotton centre, lace knit border 
 [cotton]    
 
34 Dressing table mat: square, fine cotton centre, wide lace knit border 
 [cotton]  
 
35 Dressing table mat: round, lace knit 
 [linen]  
 
36 Dressing table mat: round, lace knit 
 [linen]  
 
37 Dressing table mat: square, lace knit border 
  [silk]  
 
38 Dressing table mat: square, beige lace border 
 [silk] 
 
39-43 Five identical small circular dressing table mats 
 [linen] 
 
44 Dressing table mat: small square, beige lace 
 [linen] 
 
45 Dressing table mat: small circular, lace 

 [linen] 
   
46 Gloves: elbow length, two press studs 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
47 Gloves: elbow length, lace machine knit, cream 
 [artificial silk?] 
 
48 Gloves: elbow length, lace machine knit, white 
 [cotton] 
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49 Gloves: embroidered brown 
 [cotton/silk] 
  
50 Gloves: beige with press studs 
 [silk] 
 
51 Gloves: long (mid forearm) fingerless with tassels on back, maroon 
 [cotton?] 
 
52 Gloves: child’s, white 
 [cotton] 
 
53 Baby’s bonnet: knitted lace decoration, cotton ties, white 
 [cotton] 
 
54 Doll’s cardigan: short sleeved, pink 
 [cotton] 
    
55 Doll’s cardigan: short sleeved, pink 
 [cotton] 
 
56 Doll’s cardigan: no buttons, white 
 [cotton] 
 
  



MS 332/3  Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
1 Bed hanging: knitted pattern, plain border, fringe, Catalan. Information  
 enclosed 
  [linen/hemp] 
 
2 Rectangular box, possibly work box: fabric covered, cushion top 
  [wood, lace, 
silk]    
 
3 Bottom section of skirt: knitted, 18 inches deep 
 [cotton] 
 
4 Petticoat with lace straps: inset bands of lace, scalloped hem 
 [cotton]    
 
5 Drawers front opening, tape fastening, lace round legs 
 [cotton/linen]  
 
6 Night-dress case: knitted with fringe 
 [cotton]    
 
7 Night-dress case: knitted scalloped border and fringe with raised  
 embroidery 
 [cotton]    
 
8 Pillow case: embroidered ‘m’, knitted scalloped border 
 [cotton] 
 
9 Baby’s long frock: short sleeves, lace front, back opening 
 [cotton] 
 
10 Long length of lace/fine knitting perhaps for mantelpiece 
 [cotton]  
 
11 Long curved length of knitting 9.5cm 
 [cotton]  
 
12 Scarf: 25cm wide, open pattern, very soft,cream 
 [wool] 
 
13 Handkerchief case: open work pattern, scalloped edges 
 [cotton]    
 
14 Tray cloth or centre piece: cream 
 [cotton] 
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15 Socks: men’s knee high grey knitted by Hilda Kirby, c.1965 
 [wool]    
 
16 Belt or narrow scarf: knitted, black with white decoration 
 [wool] 
 
17 Two lengths of lace: 2 inches wide with points along one edge 
 [cotton] 
 
18 Collar: knitted ‘c.1950 from old pattern’ 
 [wool]    
 
19 Toilet roll cover: knitted poodle 
 [wool, glass eyes, felt tongue, 
ribbon]    
 
20 Pointed cap: with red bead decoration, Swedish? 
 [cotton, glass beads]  
 
21 Child’s cap/bonnet: knitted, fastened with strings 
 [cotton] 
 
22 Child’s cap?: knitted, button fastening, beige 
 [cotton] 
 
23 Child’s cap: knitted, embroidered, ribbon ties 
 [silk, wool, ribbon]  
 
24 Pin cushion?: felt “flower vase” sewn on back for scissors storage, beige  
 over red 
 [cotton, 
felt]    
 
25 Pincushion?: removable lace cover, fastened with tapes 
 [cotton]    
 
26 Bow tie: ‘The Mosely Knitted Tie’ 
 [silk] 
 
27 Pouch, perhaps for watch?, white, thick fringe 
 [cotton] 
 
28 Drawstring reticule: multicoloured 
 [?, wire] 
 
29 Drawstring reticule/purse: white 
 [cotton] 
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30 Baby’s gloves: pink, frill at wrist 
 [cotton, ribbon, wool] 
 
31 Four bee brooches: knitted, sold for charity 1998 
 [wool, beads for eyes] 
 
32 Miser’s purse: multicoloured, stripes, tassels each end 
 [silk]    
 



MS 332/39  Textiles: clothes 
[1 large box] 

   
MS 332/40 *  Soft toys and dolls 

[3 boxes: 2 large] 
   
MS 332/41  Textiles: `Swatches 

[2 large boxes] 
   
MS 332/42   Textiles: clothes: `Joaquin Verdu 

[6 large boxes] 
   
MS 332/43  Childrens underwear; swimwear; bedjackets; crochet and 

lace; tea and egg cosies 
[1 large box] 

   
MS 332/50 *  Purses 

[14 small boxes] 
   
MS 332/51 *  Headdress 

[2 small boxes] 
   
MS 332/52 * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stockings, socks 
[34 small boxes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  



MS 332/4  Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
1 Petticoat: knitted, pink tape round neck and armholes 
 [wool, cotton] 
 
2 Cape: knitted, mauve 
 [wool] 
  
3 Cape/shawl: knitted, grey with tie ribbons 
 [wool, 
ribbons]    
  
4 Cape/shawl/stole, knitted: black 
 [wool] 
  
5 Hood with scarf attached, knitted 
 [wool]    
  
6 Gloves: gauntlet shape, grey, from Barcelona 
 [wool] 
  
7 Hat: machine knitted, blue/black, label ‘Bescos’ 
 [wool]    
  
8 Scarf: machine knitted, stripe with fringe ends 
 [synthetic]    
  
9 Curtain lace with curtain rings, includes attached frill with fringe 
 [cotton with brass 
rings]    
  
10-12 Three pieces of lace curtain as 4/9 
 [cotton]    
  
13 Body scrub: circular, outer sisal, inner from agave after tequilla making,  
 Mexican 
 [sisal, 
agave]    
  
14 Stockings: short white 
 [cotton] 
 
15 Gloves: patterned, lined, 1980s 
 [wool]    
 
16 Bikini: knitted, yellow, Barcelona, 
1993     
 
17 Bikini: knitted, mauve, Barcelona, 1993 
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18 Pillow case: embroidered ‘M.B’, button fastening 
 [shell button, linen]  
 
19 Braces: grey, textile covered loops 
 [cotton, brass, elastic, leather] 
 
20 Braces: grey, textile covered loops, ribbed elastic 
 [cotton, brass, leather, elastic] 
 
21 Long narrow strip: woven pattern, tapes both ends, possibly bandage 
 [linen] 
 
22 Long narrow strip, knitted, tape both ends 
 [cotton?] 
 
23 Bag: knitted, drawstring with white bobbles, red/white/green pattern, Xmas,  
 1991 
 [wool]    
  
24 Snowman: knitted with red hat, bobble arms 
 [wool]    
  
25 Handkerchief, fine with wide border 
 [cotton]    
  
26 Handkerchief , narrow border, blue 
 [cotton]    
 
27 Beret: child’s size, fine knit 
 [cotton] 
  
28-9         Two balls of cotton silk: one pink, one blue 

[cotton]    
  
30-1         Doilies/coasters: knitted, flower shape, loop for hanging, green/white 

[cotton]  
  
32            Gloves, baby’s mittens: cotton gathering and ties 

[wool, 
cotton]    

  
33            Baby’s bootees: cotton edging and buttons 

[wool, 
cotton]    



  
34            Cylindrical strip: 44 cm long, purple/black, steel fasteners at each end 

[cotton, 
synthetic]    
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35-8 Doll’s furniture: three piece suite and table based on cotton covered circles  
 and squares 

[cotton]    
  
39 Doll, plastic: knitted wide skirt possibly to fit over powder bowl, knitted  
 bag and bonnet 
 [wool, cotton , metal, plastic] 
 
40-2        Three pairs of doll’s bootees, same pattern with button 
 [wool, plastic 
buttons]    
  
43-4 Two non matching doll’s bootees labelled ‘Mare’ 
 [wool, ribbon] 
 
45 Gloves made from thread knotted in diamond pattern 
 [cotton/linen] 
    
46 Spectacle cleaning cloth, Spain 
 [cotton]    
 
47 Purse: clear edged with blanket stitch 
 [perspex, cotton]  
  
48-53 Objects in purse: small rectangles of brown cloth, edged with blanket stitch  
 and attached to string: two rectangles to each string, one backed with tiny  
 holy picture; some covered by plastic 
 
54 Lavender bag: knitted, turquoise with drawstring, still containing lavender 
 [cotton, lavender] 
 
 
  



MS 332/5 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
1 Lace picture in card mount by Margaret Stove,1982, New Zealand 
 [hand spun 2 ply Merino Wool] 
 
2 Hand towel, Danish, 1945 
 [cotton] 
 
3 Hand towel: knitted ends, zigzag edge 
 [linen] 
 
4 Hand towel: knitted ends, scalloped edge 
 Linen] 
 
5 Table cloth, small: knitted border 
 [linen] 
 
6 Night-dress case: knitted border, central panel of drawn threadwork 
 [linen] 
 
7 Tablecloth: knitted with lace border, white embroidered daisies, from  
 Lincolnshire 
 [linen] 
 
8 Tray cloth: knitted border, white 
 [linen] 
 
9 Table runner: white embroidered, with zigzag edge, knitted lace border 
 [linen] 
 
10 Tray cloth: plain white, zigzag edge, knitted lace border 
 [linen]  
 
11 Square tray/table cloth: knitted, lace border 
 [linen] 
 
12 Tray cloth: knitted lace border, zigzag edge 
 [linen] 
 
13 Tablecloth: circular, loose knitted lace, irregular edge 
 [linen] 
 
14 Small round cloth: loose lace knit 
 [linen] 
 
15 Mat/cloth rectangular: loose knit 
 [linen] 
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16 Cloth/runner rectangular: four square panels, loose knit 
 [linen] 
 
17 Mat/small tablecloth: circular, knitted, off white 
 [cotton] 
 
18 Mat/small tablecloth: circular, open lace knitting, beige 
 [linen] 
 
19 Mat/small tablecloth: circular, scalloped edge 
 [linen] 
 
20 Mat/small tablecloth: circular, pointed edge, white 
 [linen] 
 
21 Mat/small tablecloth: circular, scalloped edge, beige 
 [linen] 
 
22 Mat/small tablecloth: circular, points round edge, beige 
 [linen] 
 
23 Mat: large square, open lace knitting, cream 
 [linen] 
 
24 Mat: rectangular, open lace knitting, cream, starched 
 [linen] 
 
25 Mat/cloth: round, white, knitted, scalloped edge 
 [cotton] 
 
26 Tablecloth: square, white, open lace knitting 
 [linen] 
 
27 Mat: square, knitted, beige 
 [linen] 
 
28 Cloth/mat: square, knitted, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
29 Mat: rectangular, knitted with scalloped edges, beige 
 [cotton] 
 
30 Long narrow rectangular runner: knitted, beige, made of 12 repeating  
 panels in pairs 
 [cotton] 
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31 Mat: rectangular, knitted, white 
 [cotton] 
 
32 Cloth/mat: round, knitted, beige 
 [cotton] 
 
33 Mat: rectangular, knitted, white 
 [cotton] 
 
34 Cloth: square, knitted, red 
 [cotton] 
 
35 Cloth, rectangular/oval, (does not lie flat) beige 
 [cotton] 
 
36 Mat, square, knitted, beige 
 [cotton]  
 
37 Mat: round, knitted, green 
 [cotton] 
 
38 Mat: flower/star (five points) shaped knitted, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
39 Mat: square, knitted, beige 
 [cotton]    
 
40 Mat: oval, scalloped edges, knitted, beige 
 [cotton, starched]  
 
41 Mat: round, lace knit with scalloped edges, labelled ‘British taken to K&S  
 Show 1992’ 
 [cotton, starched]  
 
42-43 Two identical mats: square, knitted, off white 
 [cotton, 
starched]    
 
44 Mat: square, knitted with indented edge, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
45 Mat: square, lace knit, white 
 [cotton]    
 
46 Mat/doily: circular, lace knit, cream 
 [cotton]    
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47 Mat/doily: circular, with points round edge, lace knit, white 
  [cotton]    
 
48 Mat/doily: circular, with points round edge, lace knit, white 
 [cotton] 
 
49 Mat/doily: circular, lace knit, scalloped edge, cream 
 [cotton]   . 
 
50 Mat/doily: circular, open lace knit, scalloped edge, white 
 [cotton, starched] 
 
51 Mat/doily: circular, open lace knit, scalloped edge, beige 
 [cotton, starched]   
 
52 Mat/doily: circular, lace knit, white 
 [cotton] 
 
53 Mat/doily: circular, lace knit, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
54-5 Mat/doily: square with points at corners, loose lace knit, cream 
 [cotton]  
 
56 Mat/doily: circular with eight points, lace knit, white 
 [cotton] 
 
57 Mat/doily: circular with six points, lace knit, white 
 [cotton] 
 
58 Jug cover: circular, lace knit, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
59 Jug cover: circular, lace knit, cream (smaller than 58) 
 [cotton] 
 
60 Mat small: square, lace knit 
 [cotton] 
 
61 Mat: square, lawn cotton centre, lace knit border 
 [cotton] 
 
62 Mat/tray cloth: rectangular, knitted, white 
 [cotton] 
 
63 Handkerchief case: knitted, beige, pale blue ribbon trim 
 [cotton, ribbon] 
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64 Handkerchief case (like mat with pocket): knitted with looped fringe, white 
 [cotton]  
 
65 Small pillow case or cushion cover: rectangular, knitted, white 
 [cotton]   
  
66 Knitted square with pocket: zigzag border 
 [cotton]  
 
67 Mat: rectangular, lace knitted with small linen centre inset, starched 
 [linen] 
 
68 Mat: square, with border of overlapping semi-circles 
 [cotton]    
 
69 Mat/doily: rectangular, lace knit 
 
70 Mat with pocket: square, knitted lace, zigzag border, off white 
 [cotton] 
 
71-78 Eight very similar small rectangular mats: lace knit, white zigzag borders,  
 each slightly different pattern 
 [cotton]  
 
79 Mat: circular, knitted border, centre thick linen/cotton with drawn ink  
 design of old man and girl weaving, marked ‘J.H.Heaven ‘96’ 
 [linen, cotton] 
 
80 Triangular piece of linen: with knitted lace border 
 [linen, 
cotton]    
  
81 Mat of Suffolk puffs (gathered circles of cotton fabric): with Mountmellick  
 knitted edge, 16 puffs sewn together to form a square 
 [cotton] 
 
82 Tablecloth: oval, linen centre, lace knit point 
 [linen, 
cotton]    
 
83 Tray cloth: rectangular, knitted lace border 
 [cotton]    
 
84 Tray/dressing table cloth: knitted lace border, scalloped edge 
 [cotton]    
 
85 Mat: rectangular with drawn thread work, embroidery and knitted borders  



 with scalloped edge 
 [cotton] 
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86 Mat: square with drawn threadwork and knitted border 
 [cotton]    
 
87 Mat: square knitted with raised decoration including bobbles 
 [cotton]    
 
88 Mat: round, loose lace knit, with embroidered central insert red and blue  
 flowers, starched 
 [linen]    
 
89-90 Doily: round lace knitted with linen centre 
 [cotton, linen]  
 
91 Doily: oval, knitted lace border, linen centre 
 [cotton]    
 
92 Doily: round, wide knitted lace border, linen centre 
 [cotton] 
 
93 Doily: round, narrow knitted lace border, fabric centre 
 [cotton]    
 
94 Doily: round, wide knitted lace border, linen centre, off white 
 [cotton]    
 
95 Doily: round, fine lace knit wide border 
 [cotton]    
 
96 Doily: round, wide border of open work lace knit 
 [cotton]    
 
97 Doily: round, zigzag edge lace knit border 
 [cotton] 
 
98 Doily: round, knitted lace border 
 [cotton] 
 
99 Doily: oval, lace knit border, zigzag edges, linen centre 
  [cotton, linen] 
 
100 Doily: oval, open lace knit border, zigzag edges, linen centre 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
101 Doily: oval, narrow lace knit border, zigzag edges, linen centre 
 [cotton, linen]   
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102 Doily: round, mostly lace knit, centre 27cm across, scalloped edge 
  [cotton, linen] 
 
103 Doily: round, mostly lace knit, centre 25cm across, scalloped edge 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
104 Doily: round, embroidered linen, narrow lace knit border 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
105 Doily: round, linen centre, wide lace knit border, cream 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
106 Doily: round, linen centre woven in ivy/clover pattern, knitted lace border 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
107 Doily: round, linen centre woven in ivy/clover pattern, knitted lace border  
 with zigzag edge 
  [cotton, linen] 
 
108 Doily: round, linen centre woven in ivy/clover pattern, knitted lace border,  
 narrower than 106 
 [cotton, linen]  
 
109 Doily: round, woven in ivy pattern linen centre, lace knit border 
 [cotton, linen]  
 
110 Doily/dressing table mat: oval, embroidered pink/mauve flower, lace knit  
 border 
 [cotton, linen]  
 
111 Doily/dressing table mat: oval large embroidered green leaves, lace knit  
 border 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
112 Doily/dressing table mat: round, linen centre with woven ivy pattern, lace  
 knit border 
 [cotton, 
linen]    
 
113 Doily/dressing table mat: round, plain linen centre, lace knit border 
 [cotton, linen] 
 
114 Doily/dressing table mat:oval, plain linen centre, lace knit border 
 [cotton, linen] 
  



MS 332/6 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
1      Doily: lace knit: stored between circular cotton cloth covered boards, with  
      piping 
      Letter enclosed 
      [cotton, cord] 
 
2      Table/dresser cloth: knitted, mustard colour 
      [cotton/silk] 
 
3     Shawl/cloth: circular, knitted, light brown 
      [artificial silk] 
 
4 Shawl/cloth: knitted, circular, green 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
5 Cloth: knitted, rectangular, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
6 Cloth: knitted, circular, yellow colour, possibly starched 
 [cotton] 
 
7 Cloth: knitted, circular, yellow, possibly starched 
 [cotton]  
 
8 Cloth: knitted, circular, white/cream 
 [cotton] 
 
9 Cloth: knitted, circular, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
10 Cloth: knitted, circular, beige/mink 
 [cotton] 
 
11 Doilies/cloths: knitted, circular, 6 white, 2 cream, 3 beige, 1 pink, 1 lime  
 green 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
12 Tray cloth/runner: knitted, rectangular, 2 cream, 1 yellow, 1 grey 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
13 Doilies: knitted, circular, 12 white/cream, possibly starched 
 [cotton] 
  
14 Tray cloth/runner: knitted, rectangular, 1 white, 1 cream 
 [cotton] 
 
 
 



MS 332/6 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
15 Doilies: knitted, various sizes, 6 white/cream 
 [cotton] 
 
16 Doilies: knitted, circular, various sizes. 4 beige 
 [cotton] 
 
17 Doilies: knitted, circular, various sizes, 7 white/cream 
 [cotton] 
 
18 Doilies: knitted, circular, various sizes. 7 white, cream, beige 
 [cotton] 
 
19 Doilies: knitted, circular, set of 6 white.  Price tag 
 [cotton] 
 
20 Doilies: knitted, circular, various sizes. 6 white/ cream 
 [cotton] 
 
21 Doilies: knitted, circular, various sizes. 9 white, cream, beige 
 [cotton] 
 
22 Doilies: knitted, circular, various sizes. 6 white/ beige 
 [cotton] 
 
23 Doily: knitted, circular, multi-coloured 
  [cotton] 
 
24 Doilies: knitted, various sizes, 18 white, cream, beige, colour 
 [cotton] 
 
25 Jug covers: circular, knitted, plastic beads, white /multi-coloured beads 
 [cotton, plastic] 
 
  



MS 332/7 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
1 Shawl:  knitted with fringe, blue/green with whit embroidery 
 [silk/cotton] 
  
2 Evening shawl: with long fringe, ribbed knitted: champagne colour 
 [silk/satin] 
 
3 Scarf: light brown/beige colour  
 [polyester] 
  
4 Net: knitted, with gold decoration between 
 [nylon, paper, metal] 
 
5 Long shawl: knitted, rectangular, white 
 [man-made or cotton/silk] 
 
6 Evening scarf: knitted, whit 
 [silk/ cotton] 
 
7 Stole: cotton knitted, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
8 Evening scarf: black 
 [silk/artificial] 
 
9 Shawl/stole: knitted, yellow 
 [Label – 100% Mohair, ‘Mothproof’] 
 
10 Shawl/stole: knitted, triangular, with fringe, champagne colour 
 [silk/artificial] 
  
11  Shawl: knitted with fringe, yellow 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
12 Shawl/stole: knitted, green, cream, red 
 [silk/artificial] 
  
13 Shawl: knitted, cream 
 [cotton/silk] 
  
14 Shawl: knitted, orange, red 
 [cotton] 
 
15 Shawl: knitted, white/cream 
 [cotton] 
  



MS 332/8 Montse Stanley collection: textiles  
 
 
1 Shawl: knitted, cream 
 [wool] 
 
2 Storage box: circular, pink covered with cotton lace knitting in white [cotton, 
nylon, card] 
 
3 Long scarf: knitted, with fringe, beige 
 [wool] 
 
4 Dolly bag: knitted, white 
 [cotton]  
 
5 Bed socks: knitted, cream 
 [wool] 
 
6 Bed socks: knitted. light brown 
 [wool] 
 
7 Tie/belt: knitted, grey colour 
 [crepe?]  
 
8 Shawl/ blanket: knitted, yellow/cream 
 [wool] 
 
9 Shawl: knitted, yellow/cream 
 [wool] 
 
10 Shawl: knitted, yellow/cream 
 [wool] 
 
11 Shawl: knitted, cream.  Note in folder 
 [wool]  
  
12 Shawl: knitted, cream, very delicate 
 [wool/cotton/silk] 
 
13 Shawl: knitted, pink/beige 
 [wool/silk?] 
 
14 Shawl: knitted, small, yellow/cream 
 [wool]  
    
   
    
   
 
  



MS 332/9 Montse Stanley collection: shawls, bedcovers, rugs 
 
 
1 Bed cover:knitted, white. Accompanying details. 
 [cotton] 
  
2 Rag rug created from pieces of knitted fabric: multicolour [manmade/natural 
mix] 
 
3 Rug: knitted, white 
 [cotton] 

 
4 Knitted pieces in four parts, white 
 [cotton] 
 
5 Shawl: knitted, white 
 [cotton] 
  
6 Bed cover: central panel lace knitted, plain cotton fabric valance, white 
 [cotton] 
 
  



MS 332/10 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
1 Bed cover/blanket: knitted, tufts and fringe border, white 
 [cotton] 
 
2 Bed cover/blanket: knitted, scallop edging, white  
 [cotton] 
  
3  Bed cover: knitted, central panel lace knitted, plain cotton fabric valance, 
 attached with metal poppers, white 
 [cotton] 
 
  



MS 332/14 Montse Stanley collection: ceramic dolls 
 
1 Ceramic dolls head and upper body (damage to nose).  Knitted tea cosy  attached 
 [china/porcelain/wool/mix, paints, hair] 
 
  



MS 332/15 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
1 Bedcover: cotton knitted, white 
 [cotton] 
 
2 Bedcover/rug: cotton knitted, white 
 [cotton] 
 
3 Child’s jacket: cotton knitted, double breasted, black, French, late  
 nineteenth century- early twentieth century 
 [cotton] 
 
4 Tablecloth: circular, with lace knitted border, white, British, 1910 
 [cotton] 
 
5 Under skirt: machine knitted, with tie waist, cream, French, 1880 
 [cotton] 
 
6 Knitted circular piece, unfinished, with needle and yarn, cream 
 [cotton] 
 
7 Knitted border, unfinished, with needle and yarn, cream 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
8 Lace knitted flower stored in a box (Gucci), blue and white  
 [cotton, rayon] 
 
9 Blue and gold circular tin yarn dispenser, with a hole in the lid, containing  
 reel of white cotton/silk yarn 
 [metal, cotton/silk] 
 
10 Darning mushroom 
 [wood] 
 
11 Darning egg 
 [wood] 
 
12 Lace knitted covering white over red satin (?) pillow, British, nineteenth  
 century 
 [cotton, satin/silk] 
 
13 Machine knitted length of material, cream, British, 1996 
  [cotton] 
 
14 Shawl/stole: machine knitted, cream, 1920-30 
 [rayon/viscose] 
 
 
 



MS 332/15 Montse Stanley collection: textiles 
 
 
15 Runner: lace knitted, patterned, very delicate (rolled), cream, 1830-40 
 [cotton] 
 
16 Dolls mittens: knitted, cream, Barcelona, 1947 
 [cotton] 
 
17 Two knitting samples, red/white 
 [cotton] 
 
18 Knitted strip [bandage] 8x200cm with two tapes sewn at one end, white,  
 1914-18 
 [cotton] 
 
19 Knitted strip [bandage] 10x320cm, edges bound in tape, two tapes at one  
 end, 1914-18 
 [cotton] 
 
20 Shawl: lace knitted, cream, British, 1820-30 
 [cotton] 
 
21 Adult bootee with lace eyelets, black, small hole, French, 1900 
 [cotton] 
 
22 Socks: blue/cream/green, fancy pattern, Macedonia, 1900-20 [cotton/silk/goat 
hair?] 
 
23 Socks: blue/cream/brown, fancy pattern, Macedonia, 1900-20 [cotton/silk/goat 
hair?] 
 
24 Child’s ankle sock: machine knitted, light brown, 1930-40 
 [cotton] 
 
25 Knitted sample – heel: white, Holland, 1900 
  [cotton] 
 
26 Child’s stocking: knitted, in various different stitches: white, Barcelona,  
 1900 
 [cotton] 
 
27 Baby bonnet: lace knitted, with ribbon, British, 1820-40 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
28 Baby jacket: lace knitted, with ribbon, white, early nineteenth century 
 [cotton/silk] 
 
29 Cap/bonnet: lace knitted, cream, British, 1840-50 
 [cotton] 
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30  Tablecloth: circular, lace knitted, cream, Barcelona, 1930s 
 [cotton] 
 
31 Jersey: sleeveless, knitted, pink/white, British, 1950s 
 [Angora wool] 
 
32 Collar: lace knitted, name and date in ink '1847 …..Berry’, cream, British 
 [cotton] 
 
33 'Coronation' commemorative handkerchief, cream, British, 1937 
 [rayon] 
 
34 Jersey: short-sleeved, knitted, pink, patterned, British, 1930s 
 [rayon] 
 
35 Acrylic knitted hat 'Chullo'. Multi-coloured and patterned. Bolivian, 1980- 
 90 
 [acrylic] 
 
36 Stocking: 'Poodle', machine knitted, British, 1960 
 [polymide?] 
 
37 'Spears Knitting Nancy' French Knitting Set in original box 
 [card, wool, metal, wood] 
 
38 Knitting counter 
 [metal] 
 
39 Shawl: machine knitted, bobble fringe, cream, British, 1880 
 [wool/silk]  
 
40 Knitting sheath, with needle 
 [leather, metal] 
 
41 Helmet: circular, hand knitted, Himalayas, 1910-16 
 [wool, possibly yak hair] 
 
42 Stocking/sock: knitted, multi-coloured and patterned 
 [wool?] 
 
43 Dolls clothes: hank knitted, red/grey, 1940s 
 [cotton/wool] 
 
44 Two-piece suit (skirt/jacket): boucle knitted, label 'Selina.M.Richardson',  
 mustard colour, British 
  [wool] 
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45 Bootees: knitted for wooden clogs/shoes, some areas darned, black, French,  
 1900 
  [wool]  
 
46 Socks: knitted, cream colour, Herault, France 
 [wool] 
 
47 Socks: knitted, magenta/blue/white, Persia -Asia Central, eighteenth- 
 nineteenth centuries 
 [silk] 
 
48 Socks: knitted, pink/blue/green/yellow, Persia - Asia Central,  
 eighteenth-nineteenth centuries 
 [silk] 
 
49 Infant’s bootees: knitted, pink/grey, British, 1890 
 [wool/leather] 
 
50 Barretina (Catalan cap): knitted, black/red, Girona, 1980 
 [wool/cotton] 
 
51 Shawl/runner: lace knitted, 'Tapatetera', cream, Barcelona, 1900 
 [wool] 
 
52 Shawl: Wool frame knitted, 'Moth Treated', cream, British 
 [wool] 
 
53 Jersey: short sleeved, knitted, 'Rosa Serat', green, Barcelona, 1920  
 [Angora wool] 
 
54 Knitted acorn: brown/green, British, middle nineteenth century 
 [wool] 
 
55 Knitted strawberry: pink/green, British, late nineteenth century 
 [wool] 
 
56 Two knitted strawberries, with bead decoration and wire stalks, green/pink, 
 British, late nineteenth century 
 [wool, rayon, metal, plastic, glass ?] 
 
57 Two cards of darning wool.1 yellow and 1 green colour. ‘Laine St. Pierre 
 – Lyon, Paris 
 [wool card] 
 
58 Stockings: machine knitted, black/cream stripe. British, late nineteenth 
 century 
 [wool, rayon] 



 


